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ABSTRACT
Keyword search and ranked retrieval together emerged as
popular data access paradigms for various kinds of data,
from web pages to XML and relational databases. A user can
submit keywords without knowing much (sometimes noth-
ing) about the complex structure underlying a data collec-
tion, yet the system can identify, rank, and return a set
of relevant matches by exploiting statistics about the dis-
tribution and structure of the data. Keyword-based data
models are also suitable for capturing user’s search context
in terms of weights associated to the keywords in the query.
Given a search context, the data in the database can also
be re-interpreted for semantically correct retrieval. This op-
tion, however, is often ignored as the cost of re-assessing the
content in the database naively tends to be prohibitive. In
this paper, we first argue that top-k query processing can
help tackle this challenge by re-assessing only the relevant
parts of the database, efficiently. A road-block in this pro-
cess, however, is that most efficient implementations of top-k
query processing assume that the scoring function is mono-
tonic, whereas the cosine-based scoring function needed for
re-interpretation of content based on user context is not.
In this paper, we develop an efficient top-k query process-
ing algorithm, skip-and-prune (SnP), which is able to pro-
cess top-k queries under cosine-based non-monotonic scor-
ing functions. We compare the use of proposed algorithm
against the alternative implementations of the context-aware
retrieval, including naive top-k, accumulator-based inverted
files, and full-scan. The experiment results show that while
being fast, naive top-k is not an effective solution due to
the non-monotonicity of underlying scoring function. The
proposed technique, SnP, however, matches the precision of
accumulator-based inverted files and full-scan, yet it is or-
ders of magnitude faster than these.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been growing interest in integrating

keyword search into systems that manage different types of
data [1, 6, 8]. Keyword-based searches have become popular,
especially for naive users (i.e., most of us) who do not want
to master sophisticated query languages to access the data
they need. Through a keyword-based search interface any
user can issue a query without having to know a particular
query language or the structure of the data.

While there are many keyword-based query models, in-
cluding Boolean [21] and fuzzy [22] ones, the most commonly
used keyword-based query model is the vector model [20].
Given a dictionary, L, with l distinct words, the set, Q, of
query keywords are represented in the form of an l-dimensional
vector �q, where each vector dimension corresponds to a unique
word in this dictionary1. The vector �q is constructed such
that only those positions in the vector that correspond to
the query words are set to 1 and all others are set to 0. A
similar vector-based model is also used to represent docu-
ments in the database: the set of words in each document is
mapped onto a vector in the same l-dimensional space.

While the simplest vector construction approach is to record
the existence of a word in a given document/query using a 1
and the absence using a 0, a more commonly used technique
is to encode the importance of the keyword using real-valued
weights between 0 and 1. Most often, the weight of a key-
word in a vector represents how often the keyword occurs
in the document (the more often the keyword occurs, the
higher is the weight) and how discriminatory/rare the key-
word is in the database (the rarer the keyword is, the higher
its weight). The popular TF/IDF keyword weights rely on
this principle [22]. The vector representation also provides a

1In practice, many words (such as “a” and “the”) in a real
dictionary would be omitted as stop-words because of their
high frequencies, most derived words would be clustered by
stemming them into their roots, and sometimes sets of words
(or stems) that are commonly used together would be com-
bined into compound words.
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Figure 1: The keyword“entropy”appears in two dif-
ferent taxonomies, each specifying a different knowl-
edge domain

natural way to capture the user’s search context by adjust-
ing the weights of the keywords in the query: if we know, for
example, that in a 2-keyword query “SIGMOD Conference”,
“SIGMOD” is more important for retrieval than “Confer-
ence”, instead of using 1 for both query keywords, we can
assign a lower weight (say 0.5) to “Conference”. This prop-
erty of the keyword search is commonly used to implement
feedback-based, transparent query revision algorithms [19].

In most retrieval systems, given a query vector �q and a

document vector �d, the match between the vectors is com-
puted using the so called cosine similarity:

simcos(�d, �q) = cos(�d, �q) =
�d · �q

‖�d‖ ‖�q‖
,

where “·” denotes the dot product operator. Intuitively,

simcos(�d, �q) measures the degree of alignment between the
interests of the user and the characteristics of the document:
in the best case, when the vectors are identical, the similarity
score is 1. In fact, to get a perfect match, the vectors do not
need to be identical; as long as the angle between the vectors
is 0o degrees (i.e., their relative keyword compositions are
similar) then the document and query vectors are said to

match perfectly (simcos(�d, �q) = 1). Naturally, as the angle
between the two vectors grow, the difference between the
query and the document also gets larger.

1.1 Search Context
Let us consider two users who are searching for documents

having to do with the keyword “entropy”. For the sake of
the example, let us assume that the first user is a computer
science student, who is interested in document related to
“entropy” within CS context (Figure 1(a)). Let us further
assume that the second user is a physics student, who, nat-
urally, interprets the term within its physics context (Fig-
ure 1(b)). For these two students, the keywords in the doc-
uments in the database as well as the keywords in the query
carry different meanings and connotations. Consequently,
when the proper contexts are taken into account, the search
should return different results for these two users:

simcos(�dcs, �qcs) = cos(�dcs, �qcs) �= cos(�dp, �qp) = simcos(�dp, �qp),

Above the subscript “cs” denotes the interpretation of the
keywords in the vector within the computer science context
and the subscript “p” denotes the physics-based interpreta-
tion of the vectors.

Let R be an l × c matrix which relates the l terms in the
dictionary with the c concepts in the user’s context (based on
a criterion, such as string similarity [18]). Let C be a c × c

User Query

Keywords
(K1,K2,…..)

Keyword spaceKeyword space

Context
Context spaceContext space

Keyword spaceKeyword space
Database

Figure 2: Mapping of documents and the query from
the keyword space into the context space

matrix, which relates the concepts in the user context to
each other (i.e., the relationship between different concepts
based on taxonomy analysis [18]). Given these matrices, R
and C, the similarity value between the user query, q, and a
document, d, in the database can be computed by revising
the similarity formula as follows2:

simcos(�d, �q, R, C) = cos(CRT �d, CRT �q),

where RT is the transpose of the matrix, R. Intuitively,
by multiplying the original l dimensional query vector with
CRT , we obtain a c dimensional query vector, which collec-
tively captures the keywords weights of the original vector,
the mapping between the original dictionary and the signif-
icant concepts in the user’s context, as well as relationships
between these concepts in this context. The document vec-
tor is also brought to the same c dimensional concept space
by multiplying it with CRT (Figure 2). Matching and rank-
ing is, then, performed in this c dimensional context space.
In the rest of the paper, we use the shorthand notation U to
refer to CRT (i.e., U = CRT ).

1.2 Why is Using “Context” in Searches Hard?
As described above, given R and C matrices (or simply

U = CRT ), redefining the search criterion is not hard:

simcos(�d, �q, U) = cos(U�d, U�q),

While obtaining the context-specific matrices, R and C, is
challenging, there are also plenty of techniques for discov-
ering them3. The main obstacle in leveraging the “context”
in searches stems from efficiency concerns: reinterpreting a
large number of document vectors based on a user specific
matrix in run-time can be prohibitively costly.

To avoid reinterpretation of document vectors in run-time,
an alternative scheme,

sim′
cos(�d, �q, U) = cos(�d, UT

U�q),

is sometimes used. This brings the query vector into the con-
cept space and then re-aligns it with the dictionary. How-

2A slightly simpler alternative formulation,

simcos(�d, �q, R, C) = cos(RT �d, CRT �q) is also sometimes
used. Similar results hold in that case as well.
3While, in our example, we used an explicit taxonomy to
describe the significant concepts and their relationships, the
matrix C can also be learned from the user through other
mining techniques, such as [23].
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ever, since

(U�d) · (U�q)
‖U�d‖ ‖U�q‖

�=
�d · (UT U�q)

‖�d‖ ‖UT U�q‖
,

as long as U is not the identity matrix (i.e., the user’s context
is null), this is semantically incorrect. To see the impact of
reinterpreting the document vectors, consider Figure 2: as
visualized in this figure, the distribution of the document
vectors in the original keyword space and the space repre-
senting the user’s context can be different and this difference
cannot be captured by modifying the query vector alone.

1.3 Our Contribution: Cosine-based Ranked
Query Processing for Retrieval within the
User Context

The goal in this paper is to develop efficient query process-
ing algorithms to locate the best documents in a database
that match a given keyword query within a user specific
context. Complete reinterpretation of the entire set of doc-
ument vectors in the database is clearly too expensive to be
a viable option. A more promising alternative is to leverage
top-k query processing techniques, such as [9, 10], to rein-
terpret only the necessary documents, on a per-need basis.
This could help prune large portions of the database and
provide significant savings.

The key obstacle, however, is that most top-k ranked
query processing schemes assume that the underlying scor-
ing function is monotonic (e.g max, min, product, and av-
erage). These scoring functions guarantee that a candidate
dominating (or equal to) the other one in its sub-scores will
have a combined score better than (or as good as) the other
one. This, however, is not the case for a scoring function
based on cosine similarity. For example, given two pairs,
〈0.2; 0.2〉 and 〈0.2; 0.8〉, the second pair is dominating the
first one, yet we have

cos(〈1; 1〉, 〈0.2; 0.2〉) = 1 > 0.857 = cos(〈1; 1〉, 〈0.2; 0.8〉).
Thus, a scoring function of the form, score(x) = cos(〈1; 1〉, x)
would not be monotonic. We can easily generalize this and
state that, in general, a cosine-based scoring function, which
compares documents in the database to the user’s query, is
not monotonic. Since a cosine-based scoring function is not
monotonic, the use of existing top-k algorithms would lead
to errors in the top-k results.

In this paper, we develop an efficient query processing
algorithm, skip-and-prune (SnP), to process top-k queries
with a cosine-based scoring function and use it for keyword
based retrieval in the presence of a user specific search con-
text. In particular, the approach presented in this paper
is able to identify and eliminate those documents that are
guaranteed not to produce the top-k highest scores at an
early phase. We evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm for various parameters, using synthetic as well as
real data collections, and show that the proposed technique
provides significant execution time gains over existing solu-
tions to this problem.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In the next
section, we formalize the problem and introduce the nota-
tion we will use to develop and describe our algorithms. In
Section 2.5, we present a naive approach to highlight the
underlying efficiency challenges. In Section 3, we present
our algorithm for processing top-k queries with the cosine
scoring function and in Section 4, we experimentally evalu-

ate our approach using synthetic as well as real data sets. In
Section 5, we present the related work not already covered
in the paper and, then, we conclude the paper.

2. PROBLEM AND THE NAIVE SOLUTIONS
In this section, we formally define the problem and in-

troduce the key terminology which we will rely on when
describing the algorithms proposed in this paper.

2.1 Document-Keyword Matrix
Given a dictionary, L, the document collection, DB, is

represented in the form of a m × l document-keyword ma-
trix D, where m is the number of documents and l is the
number of distinct keywords in the dictionary. Without loss
of generality, we assume that each row vector4. D[i,−] =
[wi,1, wi,2, wi,3, · · · , wi,l]

T of D is normalized into unit length
for efficient query processing.

2.2 Query-Keyword Vector
Given a dictionary, L, user’s keyword query is represented

as an l-dimensional vector, �q. Again, without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that the query vector is also normalized
into a unit length.

2.3 User Specific Context Matrix
As described in the previous section, user’s context is ab-

stracted in the form of a c×l matrix, U, where c is the number
of significant concepts in the current context. Intuitively,
given any l-dimensional vector �v in the original keyword
space, �vu = U �v, is its interpretation in the c-dimensional
user specific concept space. Once again, without loss of
generality, we assume that each column vector UT [−, j] is
normalized into unit length.

2.4 User-Context Aware Retrieval Problem
The document retrieval problem in the presence of user-

specific contexts can be stated as follows: “Given

• a dictionary, L,

• a document-keyword matrix, D, representing the docu-
ment database, DB,

• a keyword query vector, �q, and

• a user specific context matrix, U,

find a set Res = {d1, . . . , dk} of k documents in DB, such
that the following holds:

∀di∈Res,dj /∈Res cos(U D
T [−, i], U �q) ≥ cos(U D

T [−, j], U �q).

In other words, answers to the user’s query consists of the
documents having the highest cosine similarity score with
the query in the user specific concept space.

2.5 Naive Solution Strategies
The set of documents satisfying the query within the user-

context can be identified in various ways.

Scan and Choose. A straight-forward query process-
ing strategy would be to scan the vectors of the en-
tire document base, reinterpret them according to the
user’s context by multiplying each document vector with
U, and maintaining only the k-best solutions. An equiv-
alent strategy can be implemented by representing all

4Given a matrix A, we use A[i,−] to represent the i-th row
vector and A[−, j] to represent the j-th column vector.
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matrices and vectors in the form of database tables,
D(doc id, word id, weight), U(concept id, word id, weight),
and Q(word id, weight) and perform a sequence of join and
group-by operations to obtain a list of documents from which
the top k document can be selected. Both schemes would
be quite expensive since all the database vectors are scanned
and re-interpreted with U at least once. Moreover, since only
the best k results are needed, potentially, most of the com-
putation will be wasted.

Accumulator-based Inverted Files. A potentially more
efficient query processing strategy would benefit from in-
verted files, commonly used in IR systems. An inverted file
index [13] is an access structure containing all the distinct
words that one can use for searching. For each word, a
pointer to the corresponding inverted list (containing IDs of
documents that contain this word) is maintained. A search
structure (hash file, B+-tree) is used to enable quick access
to the directory of inverted lists. Given a query with mul-
tiple keywords, the matching and ranking processes can be
tightly-coupled to reduce the retrieval cost [27]:

1. Each document has an associated similarity accumu-
lator. Initially each accumulator has a score of zero.

2. Each query word is processed one at a time. For each
word, the accumulator values for each document in the
corresponding inverted index is increased by the contri-
bution of the word to the similarity of the correspond-
ing document. For example, if the cosine similarity
measure is used, then the contribution of keyword t to
document d for query q can be computed as

contrib(t, d, q) =
w(d, t)w(q, t)√∑

ti∈d w2(d, ti)
√∑

ti∈q w2(q, ti)
.

Here w(d, k) is the weight of the keyword k in docu-
ment d and w(q, k) is the weight of k in the query.

3. Once all query words have been processed, the accu-
mulators for documents with respect to the individual
words are combined into ”global”document scores. For
example, if the cosine similarity measure is used as de-
scribed above, the accumulators are simply added up
to obtain the document scores. The set of documents
with the largest scores are then returned.

Given a user context that relates each keyword, t, to con-
cept, c, the contribution equation, contrib(t, d, q), used by
the inverted file can be modified as follows to consider the
user’s context in addition to the query:

(∑
cj

w(d, t)w(cj , t)
) (∑

cj
w(q, t)w(cj , t)

)
√∑

ti∈d

(∑
cj

w(d, ti)w(cj , ti)
)2

√∑
ti∈q

(∑
cj

w(q, ti)w(cj , ti)
)2

.

While this approach can leverage index structures and a
query plan specifically designed for this purpose, it will still
perform redundant computations for those documents that
will not even appear in the top-k.

Naive Ranked Processing. Both of the above approaches
fail to eliminate redundant work. Since the users are often
interested in a few most relevant documents, we can achieve
significant time gains if we can eliminate those documents
that are guaranteed not to have sufficient scores early on.

Such ranked query processing is important in many appli-
cation domains where results need to be ordered based on

cosine
with

(d w(d c ))

withoverall top-k join (q,<w(q,c1),w(q,c2), …>)

(dj,w(dj,c1))

dot product
with c2

(dj w(dj t1))

one ranked join 
for each concept

in the context

2
(c1,<w(t1,c1),w(t1,c2), …>)

(dj,w(dj,t1))in the context

inverted lists of documents
(sorted in decreasing(sorted in decreasing

order of weight)

t1 t2 t3

Figure 3: Top-k implementation based on a ranked
join operator requires two layers, where the merge
function for the top-layer is cosine

a matching score, including information retrieval and mul-
timedia, and various top-k join algorithms have been devel-
oped to prune unpromising candidates from consideration [9,
10, 12, 16]. These join algorithms generally assume that in-
dividual data sources to the top-k join operator are sorted
in non-increasing order of scores. Some algorithms also as-
sume that it is possible to perform random access on the
individual inputs.

Given a ranked join algorithm, such as TA [9, 10], the in-
verted file scheme above can be modified by combining Steps
2 and 3: (a) Instead of processing each query word one at
a time, all query words would be considered simultaneously
and, for each query word, the documents would be enumer-
ated in the order of their contributions; (b) the stream of
documents for each query keyword would then be fed into a
sequence of top-k join algorithms which would combine the
scores and would stop processing when the best k documents
are found (Figure 3):

• Inverted lists: As before we use inverted lists, but now
these are maintained in the database in sorted order
of document-keyword weights.

• Per-concept ranked joins: Given a user context with
c concepts, we deploy c ranked join operators, one for
each concept. The set of inputs to each ranked join
operator is the set of keywords that contribute to that
concept. Each ranked join operator (TA) combines
input streams based on document IDs into document-

keyword vectors and for each obtained vector, �dj , as-

signs a score based on the dot product of �dj with the
concept-keyword vector, �ci, corresponding to this join
operator. The result is a stream of documents that are
ranked in their matching against this concept.

Note that the basic TA algorithm requires the value of
k as input to operate, but at this level we do not know
how many documents we need to enumerate for each
concept. Thus, the k threshold is constantly updated
and the ranked join process continues until the join
algorithm receives a stop signal from the top-level join
operator, described next.

• Ranked join against the user query: The per-concept
streams of documents (ordered in decreasing order of
weights) are fed into a final ranked join operator (TA)
which combines input streams based on document IDs
into document-concept vectors and for each obtained
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vector, �dj , assigns a score based on the cosine similar-

ity of �dj with the query-concept vector, �q. The result is
a stream of documents that are ranked in their match-
ing against the query within the user-context.

This approach would save time by eliminating redundant
word-document contribution evaluations, redundant joins of
documents, and the entire post-sorting step. Unfortunately,
however, as discussed in Section 1.3, almost all top-k join
algorithms assume that the individual scores are combined
using a monotone function (e.g max, min, product, and av-
erage). This, however, is not the case for the cosine merge
function (Section 1.3). To address this problem, in the next
section, we propose a novel ranked query processing algo-
rithm to efficiently compute top-k results with a cosine-
based scoring function and discuss its use in the user-context
aware retrieval problem.

3. SKIP-AND-PRUNE: EFFICIENTLY
PRUNING UNPROMISING DOCU-
MENTS USING “SKIP SETS”

In this section, we describe the skip-and-prune (SnP) al-
gorithm for efficiently computing top-k query results in the
presence of a user context. The general outline of the SnP
algorithm is similar to that of the ranking based scheme in-
troduced in the previous section. However, since we cannot
rely on TA family of algorithms [9, 10] for ranked joins, we
develop a novel ranked query processing scheme which can
prune its inputs under a cosine-based merge function.

3.1 Preliminaries: Sorted Inverted Lists
TA-family of algorithms generally require two access

methods: random-access and sorted-access. In our ap-
proach, to support random-accesses, we use a table,
D(doc id, word id, weight), indexed using a B+-tree index
on (doc id, word id). To support sorted-accesses, for each
keyword, tj , we maintain an inverted list 〈di, D[i, j]〉, where
as described in Section 2.1, D[i, j] is the weight of the key-
word, tj , in document di. This inverted list is maintained in
descending order of weights to support sorted access.

The overhead of creating and maintaining these weight-
sorted inverted document lists is low since this is an off-
line process and the sorted list for each keyword can be
implemented using a B+-tree index.

3.2 Phase 1: Mapping Documents to the
User’s Concept-Space using Ranked Joins

As described in Section 2.3, we represent the user’s search
context in the form of a c× l matrix, U, where c is the num-
ber of significant concepts in the current context and l is
the number of keywords in the dictionary. Given the m × l
document-keyword matrix, D, and the c× l concept-keyword
matrix, U, we obtain the corresponding m × c document-
concept matrix, Du (which maps the documents into the
user’s concept space) as Du = D UT . In other words,

Du[i, h] =
∑

1≤j≤l

D[i, j] × U
T [j, h] =

∑
UT [j,h]�=0

D[i, j] × U
T [j, h].

Naturally, computing the entire Du would be extremely ex-
pensive and would potentially include significant amount of
computations that will eventually prove to be redundant.

Instead, we use ranked joins to compute only the neces-
sary parts of the matrix, Du, in a progressive manner. In
particular, we assign a ranked join operator for each of the
c concepts. The role of each of these per-concept ranked
join operators is to independently produce a stream of doc-
uments that are sorted in decreasing order of their weights
with respect to this concept:

• If we re-consider the above equation, we can see that
the value of Du[i, h], for document di and concept ch,
can be computed by considering only those keywords
that contribute to concept ch. Thus, the inputs to
the ranked join operation corresponding to concept ch

need to include only streams of sorted documents from
keywords, tj , such that UT [j, h] �= 0.

• Given the (multi-)set of non-zero keyword weights
Wh = {wh,j = UT [j, h] s.t. UT [j, h] �= 0} for concept
ch, the score Du[i, h] for document di can be computed
as the weight sum of its keyword weights:

Du[i, h] =
∑

wh,j∈Wh

wh,j D[i, j].

In other words, the merge function for each of per-
concept ranked join operators is weighted sum, which
is known to be monotonic.

Given these, we slightly modify the TA algorithm [10] to
let it produce results in a progressively decreasing order of
document-concept scores without requiring a bound, k, on
the number of results:

1. We maintain a |Wh| dimensional score vector, �σ and
a threshold, τ . The score tuple is initialized as �σ =
〈1, 1, . . . , 1〉. Given this, the threshold is initialized as
follows:

τ =
∑

wh,j∈Wh

wh,j × �σ[j];

i.e., the total weights of the keywords that contribute
to the concept ch.

2. The input streams are visited in a round-robin manner
as in the original TA algorithm.

3. For each new document, di, seen in the jth stream, we
compute the corresponding score Du[i, h] by accessing
the random-access table D(doc id, word id, weight)
using the key (doc id = i, word id = s) for all input
streams, s, such that s �= j.

4. The combined concept score for di is computed using
the weights obtained through the random-accesses and
the document is inserted into a priority queue based
on its concept score.

5. The score vector, �σ is updated such that �σ[j] = D[i, j]
(i.e., the keyword-weight of document di in stream j)
and τ is recomputed based on the updated �σ.

6. All the documents, in the priority queue, whose scores
are above the new threshold τ are extracted from the
priority queue and sent to the next phase along with
the threshold value, τ .

Note that Phase I is almost the same as the TA algo-
rithm [10], except that it does not require a k as input and,
also, it outputs the current threshold along with the docu-
ments and their combined concept scores. The value of the
threshold will be used to construct an upper-bound in the
next phase of the process.
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3.3 Phase 2: Top-K Ranked Join of
Document-Concept Streams using a
Cosine-based Scoring Function

The output of the hth ranked join operator in the previous
phase is a stream of documents (dis) sorted in the decreasing
order of contributions (Du[i, h]) to the concept ch. In this
phase, we combine the various concept contributions of the
documents and compare resulting concept-vectors against
the user query in the concept space. In other words, one
of the inputs to this phase is the query-keyword vector, �q,
mapped onto the user-specific context space by multiplying
with the concept-keyword matrix, U: i.e., �qu = U �q.

Given �qu and a complete document vector Du[i,−] (i.e., all
concept contributions, Du[i, 1], Du[i, 2], . . . , Du[i, c]), we can
compute the degree of match between the document, di,
and the user’s query as

simcos(Du[i,−], �qu) = cos(Du[i,−], �qu).

However, since the document streams coming from the
ranked join operators in Phase 1 are not sorted in document
IDs, in most cases, the concept-vector Du[i,−] is only par-
tially available. The complete score for document di cannot
be computed until all concept-scores for di from all Phase I
streams arrive. Traditional ranked join algorithms deal with
this problem in different ways. FA [9] and TA [10] perform
random accesses. NRA [10] is able to enumerate top-k join
results without having to perform random accesses, however,
it requires a monotonic merge function. As we have shown in
Section 1.3, however, the cosine similarity described above is
not monotonic. Therefore, in order to identify results with-
out waiting for all the concept-scores of all documents from
all streams, we need a novel pruning strategy which does
not require conventional monotonicity. Figure 4 provides an
overview of the proposed approach for pruning unpromising
documents based on their maximum possible cosine scores:

• As described in Subsection 3.2, in Phase 1, the rank
join operators create a stream of document-concept
scores and constantly updated thresholds.

• In Phase 2, we maintain partial vectors of the can-
didate documents based on the concept-scores fed
through Phase I operators. A cut off score, min score,
corresponding to the lowest score in the current top-k
candidate list, is also maintained.

Given the user’s query, �qu, and the min score,

– for any candidate document whose concept-scores
are fully available, we can compute the matching
score between di and �qu and update the current
list of top-k documents if di’s score is better than
min score, and

– any document, dj , whose concept-vector, Du[j,−],
is partially available, is pruned from consideration
if the maximum possible score it can eventually
have is less than min score.

Moreover, if dj is eliminated from consideration
in Phase 2, there is no need for the Phase 1 op-
erators to compute the remaining concept scores
of dj . Thus, the algorithm maintains a skip set,
which consists of the IDs of the documents pruned
in Phase 2, which can also be eliminated from con-
sideration in Phase 1.

Unlike the TA family of algorithms, the above process
cannot end before the sorted inverted files are completely
scanned due to “non-monotonicity” of cosine function. In
that sense, Phase 2 is similar to the inverted-file based
scheme discussed in Section 2.5. On the other hand, the
skip set mechanism ensures that documents are pruned early
from the input streams, thus the total processing needed by
the algorithm is much less than that of the inverted-files. In
the rest of this section, we develop this pruning strategy.

3.3.1 Partially Available Document-Concept Vectors
Viewed as Bounded Hyperplanes

Consider Du[i,−] representing document di in the c-
dimensional concept space. If all the concept weights of
di are known, then Du[i,−] corresponds to a point (or vec-
tor) in this space. If one of the weights is not known, on
the other hand, the possible vectors will define a line in
the space; if two weights are not known, then the possible
vectors will define a plane, and so on. These lines, planes,
and so on, however, are not unbounded. Let us consider
the case of a line, where a single concept score, say Du[i, h],
is not known yet. Obviously, 0 ≤ Du[i, h] ≤ 1. However,
the current threshold, τh, emitted by the Phase 1 operator
corresponding to the concept ch is nothing but an upper-
bound on the scores of any future documents, including di,
that will be output by this operator. Thus, we can see that,
0 ≤ Du[i, h] ≤ τh. Moreover, as the corresponding operator
in Phase 1 identifies new documents and their progressively
decreasing concept scores, the upper-bound, τh, on the pos-
sible values for Du[i, h] will also get increasingly tighter.

3.3.2 Pruning Partial Vectors based on Maximum
Possible Scores

As described above, a document, di, whose concept scores
are partially available defines a hyperplane in the concept
space. Given a query vector, �qu, in the same concept-space,
computing maximum possible score simmax

cos (Du[i,−], �qu) re-
quires measuring the minimum possible angle between the
�qu and the hyper-plane Du[i,−]. Although, in theory, it is
possible to compute such a minimum angle numerically, this
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bounds is between Lup and Lq, the line cannot be
pruned.

would require solving complex equations and would be im-
practical. Therefore, given a cut off score, min score, we
need an efficient mechanism to check whether

MAX{simcos(Du[i,−], �qu)} ≤ min score

without explicitly quantifying the minimum possible angle
between the query vector and the document hyper-plane.

Example 3.1. Let us consider the example shown in Fig-
ure 5. In this example, the concept-space consists of two con-
cept dimensions: c1 and c2. Lq is a line segment starting
from the origin and extending in the direction of the query
vector, �qu. Also, Lup and Ldown are two line segments ex-
tending from the origin along the directions specified by �up

and �down, which are two distinct unit-length vectors fur-
thest away from the query vector, but still within the score
threshold, min score = cos(θ); i.e.,

cos( �up, �qu) = cos( �down, �qu) = min score.

In this figure, τ1 and τ2 are the current concept score thresh-
olds for c1 and c2, respectively.

Let di be document. If both Du[i, 1] and Du[i, 2] are known,
Du[i,−] is a vector and cos(Du[i,−], �qu) can be quickly com-
puted and verified against min score.

If neither Du[i, 1] nor Du[i, 2] is yet known, Du[i,−] is not
a candidate yet.

If Du[i, 1] is known, but Du[i, 2] is not known yet, then
Du[i,−] defines a vertical line. If Du[i, 2] is known, but
Du[i, 1] is not, the line defined by Du[i,−] is horizontal.
Let us consider this latter case, where Du[i,−] defines a
horizontal line5. Since Du[i, 2] is known, it must have al-
ready been output by the corresponding Phase 1 operator,
thus it is greater than or equal to the current threshold,
τ2; i.e., τ2 ≤ Du[i, 2] ≤ 1. On the other hand, the un-
known value Du[i, 1] must be less than or equal to τ1; i.e.,
0 ≤ Du[i, 1] ≤ τ1.

As shown in Figure 5, the threshold τ1 and the line seg-
ment Lup split the possible values of Du[i, 2] into two: a prun-
ing range and a non-pruning range. Let κ be a value such
that the vertical line c1 = τ1 and the horizontal line c2 = κ
intersect on the line Lup. Clearly, if Du[i, 2] > κ, then docu-
ment di’s similarity score cannot be above min score and
it can be safely pruned. If Du[i, 2] ≤ κ, then there is a

5The case for the vertical line is similar.

chance that di may have a similarity score above the cut-off,
min score, thus cannot be eliminated from consideration.

In the above example the hyper-planes are simple lines.
Therefore, computing angles is cheap. When there are a
higher number of missing concept scores, however, the above
process may require measuring the minimum possible angle
between a line and a hyperplane, which is expensive. Since
measuring the distance between points in space is much
cheaper, in this paper, we reformulate the above pruning
condition in terms of distances between points:

Example 3.2. Let us reconsider the hyperplane, c2 =
Du[i, 2], in Figure 5. Let Pi and P up

i be two points obtained
by projecting of the vectors, �qu and �up, onto this hyper-
plane. Also, let P closest

i be the closest point to Pi on the
line c2 = Du[i, 2] within the current bounds (0 ≤ c1 ≤ τ1). If

∆(P closest
i , Pi) ≥ ∆(P up

i , Pi),

then the document is in the pruning range; otherwise the
document cannot be pruned.

We leverage this intuition to develop pruning criteria for
documents whose concept scores are only partially known:

1. Given a query vector, �qu, and a partially available
document, Du[i,−], first we identify a significant-
hyperplane, Hi, which will lead to the most pruning
opportunities.

2. The query vector is projected onto this significant-
hyperplane, Hi, to identify the corresponding projec-
tion point, Pi. This projection point represents the
query on this hyperplane.

3. The point, P closest
i , representing the document on the

significant-hyperplane, Hi, and closest to Pi under the
current bounds, is found next.

4. Then, the point, P max
i , on the significant-hyperplane,

Hi, and representing the current cut-off (based on the
current top-k candidates), is identified.

5. Since all the points are on the same hyperplane,
P closest

i can be compared to P max
i to decide whether

the document can be pruned or not. In particular, the
document is pruned if ∆(P closest

i , Pi) ≥ ∆(P max
i , Pi).

We now explain and describe each of these steps in detail.

3.3.3 Step 1: Construct the Significant-Hyperplane
of Document di

As described in Example 3.2, we first need to define an
hyperplane on which the query vector, �qu, is to be projected.
Given the query vector, �qu, we first identify the index, hsig,
of the most significant concept dimension 6, along which the
query vector has the highest weight:

�qu[hsig] = MAX
1≤s≤c

{�qu[s]}

Intuitively, this provides the concept dimension that pro-
vides less flexibility for the partially available documents to
satisfy and thus provides more opportunities for pruning.

6The concept dimension selected is the one which leads to
more pruning opportunities: given that we need to pick a
starting dimension, picking the highest valued one increases
the chance of the selected dimension having a contribution
larger than the contributions of the others.
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concept dimensions not yet seen

Given a document, di, and a corresponding partially avail-
able Du[i,−], we compute

wi,hsig = Du[i, hsig].

If Du[i, hsig] is already known, this is trivial. If Du[i, hsig] is
not known yet, then this requires a random-access to the
table table, D(doc id, word id, weight) (Section 3.1). The
significant-hyperplane, Hi, of document di is defined by the
equation chsig = wi,hsig in the concept space.

Note that the significant-hyperplane, Hi, is much simpler
than the document hyperplane defined by Du[i,−]. There-
fore, finding the angle between a given line and Hi is much
cheaper than finding the minimum angle between the same
line and Du[i,−].

3.3.4 Step 2: For Each Candidate Document, di,
Identify the Projection Point, Pi

Once the significant-hyperplane, Hi, is identified, next
step is to project the query vector, �qu, onto this hyperplane
to find a representative point of the query on the hyper-
plane. This gives a vector, �qu,i, defined by the projection
point, Pi = (pi,1, pi,2, . . . , pi,c) where

pi,k =

⎧⎨
⎩

wi,hsig if k = hsig

wi,hsig × �qu[k]

�qu[hsig]
otherwise

The projection point, Pi, and the corresponding vector,
�qu,i, are unique for each document di, and thus are computed
only once and stored for future references for each candidate
document identified in Phase 2.

3.3.5 Step 3: Computing the Minimum Possible Dis-
tance between Pi and Du[i,−]

As described earlier, Du[i,−] defines a (bounded) hyper-
plane in the concept space if all of its components are not
known yet. To compute the minimum possible distance be-
tween Pi and Du[i,−], we first identify the closest point,
P closest

i = (p′
i,1, p

′
i,2, . . . , p

′
i,c), to Pi on the hyper-plane

Du[i,−] within the current bounds. The distance between
Pi and P closest

i gives us the minimum possible distance be-
tween Pi and Du[i,−].

Figure 6 shows two cases to illustrate the impact of the
dimensions whose weights are not known yet on P closest

i . In
the first case, the current bound, τh, associated with the
dimension, ch (whose value is not known yet), is larger than
pi,h of Pi. This implies that p′

i,h = pi,h. On the other hand,
if the bound on ch is less than the pi,h, the closest point is
obtained when p′

i,h = τh. Bearing these two cases in mind,

P closest
i is computed as follows:

c2
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Figure 7: (a) The intersection of the significant-
plane Hi and the cone defined by min score is an
ellipse and (b) the distance between the point, P max

i

(P min
i ) and Pi can be computed based on the two

angles, θ and δi.

• if ch is a concept dimension whose score is already
known for di, then

p′
i,h = Du[i, h].

• else,

p′
i,h =

{
pi,h if τh > pi,h

τh otherwise

Then, the current minimum distance between Pi and Du[i,−]
is equal to ∆(P closest

i , Pi).
Note that as we get to know more about di or as the

bounds gets tighter, we need to recompute the position of
P closest

i . Along the dimensions whose values are known,
however, P closest

i stays constant. To speed up the computa-
tion, for any dimension, ch, whose value is already known,
the value (p′

i,h−pi,h)2 is computed once and stored for future
use.

3.3.6 Step 4: Computing the Projection Distance be-
tween the Query Vector and the Cut-Off Cone

As shown in Figure 5, in a two dimensional space, the
query vector �qu and a similarity cut-off min score defines
a triangle. In a multidimensional space, on the other hand,
�qu and min score defines a hyper-cone. Figure 7(a) shows
an example in a three-dimensional concept space. In this
example, θ is such that cos(θ) = min score. When Hi cuts
this cone, this creates either a closed hyper-ellipse (as shown
in Figure 7(a)) or an open hyper-parabola.

Let us first consider the case where the intersection is
an hyper-ellipse. Let Ei be the hyper-ellipse of points that
are both on the significant-hyperplane Hi and the hyper-
cone. Let P max

i ∈ Ei be a point where ∆(P max
i , Pi) =

MAXP∈Ei{∆(P, Pi)}. In other words, the P max
i is the

point of the hyper-ellipse Ei lying on the major axis (Fig-
ure 8). The pruning condition in Section 3.3.2 can be relaxed
as follows:

∆(P closest
i , Pi) ≥ ∆(P max

i , Pi).

As can be seen in Figure 8, any point that is outside of the
hyper-ellipse can be pruned. Points inside the hyper-ellipse,
on the other hand, cannot be pruned. The pruning distance,
∆prune,i = ∆(P max

i , Pi) can be computed as follows: Let ∆r

be the radius of the hyper-sphere 7 produced by cutting the

7In the case of a three-dimensional space, this is a circle.
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cone by a plane perpendicular to the query vector, �qu, and
through the point, Pi. Given the vector �qu,i defined by the
point Pi, ∆r can be computed as follows (Figure 7(b)):

∆r = |�qu,i| × tan(θ).

Let δi be the angle between the query vector, �qu, and the
vector, �ni, normal to the significant-hyperplane. Then, the
configuration in Figure 7-(b) can be used to obtain the fol-
lowing8:

∆prune,i = ∆(P max
i , Pi) = ∆r × cos(δi) +

∆r × sin(δi)

tan(90 − δi − θ)
.

As described earlier, given this value of ∆prune,i and the
previously computed ∆(P closest

i , Pi), we can prune docu-
ment di from consideration if

∆(P closest
i , Pi) ≥ ∆prune,i.

Note that it is in fact possible that ∆prune,i as computed
above is less than 0. This occurs when the conic section
defined by the intersection of the cut-off hyper-cone and
the significant-hyperplane Hi is not a closed hyper-ellipse,
but an open hyper-parabola. In that case, we do not have
sufficient information to support pruning, and thus we set
∆prune,i to ∞.

3.3.7 Step 4: Updating the List of Phase 2 Candi-
dates and the Phase 1 Skip Set

Once we identify that a document, di, can be pruned based
on its currently known concept scores, the current thresh-
olds, and the min score value9, we can prune this docu-
ment from further consideration. More importantly, how-
ever, since di is eliminated from further consideration, we
also do not need its yet-unknown concept scores anymore.
Thus, there is no reason to use Phase 1 resources to compute
the remaining concept scores for di.

We leverage this observation by maintaining a skip set,
consisting of the IDs of documents that have been elimi-
nated in Phase 2. This continuously updated skip set (im-
plemented as an efficient hash table) is used by the ranked
join operators in Phase 1 to filter out eliminated documents
from their incoming document-keyword streams. Thus, we
can efficiently retrieve the top-k results by avoiding to com-
pute a complete set of concept scores for all the documents
in the database. We note that since the skip set only needs
to contain document IDs and nothing else, commonly it is
small enough to fit into the main memory.

8The details of this are omitted.
9If there are less than k documents in the current top-k list,
min score is set to 0.
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Figure 9: The condition to update the current top-k
list is determined by the minimum distance from Pi

to the point lying on the hyper-ellipse Ei.

3.3.8 Step 3 Further Refined
The efficiency of the pruning algorithm described in the

previous section depends on how tight the ∆prune,i values for
the candidate documents are. As described in Section 3.3.6,
this value depends on the score cut-off value, min score,
which corresponds to score of the kth ranking documents
for which the complete document score has already been
computed. However, since (especially at the initial stages
of the process) we do not have enough complete documents,
the min score value will be too low to be effective. One way
to ensure that we can prune documents as early as possible
is to redefine min score in such a way that it does not re-
quire complete documents but can also reflect scores of the
partially seen documents.

Let dk denote the document in the current top-k list with
the lowest score (i.e., min score = simcos(Du[k,−], �qu)). We
can remove the dk from the current top-k list and replace it
with di if we can be sure that di cannot have a lower score
than the score of dk:

MIN{simcos(Du[i,−], �qu)} > min score.

Thus, if we can compute MIN{simcos(Du[i,−], �qu)}, then
we can use this to remove dk from the current top-k list and
update min score with higher possible score.

Given the hyper-ellipse of points, Ei, let P min
i ∈ Ei be

a point where ∆(P min
i , Pi) = MINP∈Ei{∆(P, Pi)} (Fig-

ure 7-(b)). Using a reasoning similar to the one described
in Subsection 3.3.6, we can state that the above condition
holds when

∆(P furthest
i , Pi) < ∆(P min

i , Pi),

where P furthest
i is the furthest point from Pi on the hyper-

plane Du[i,−] under the current bounds. As can be seen in

Figure 9, if P furthest
i is within the inner circle, it is guaran-

teed that the possible minimum score of Du[i,−] can not be
less than min score. Thus, we can safely replace dk with di

in the current top-k list.
Similar to the case described in Section 3.3.6, P furthest

i =
(p′′

i,1, p
′′
i,2, . . . , p

′′
i,c) can be computed as follows:

• if ch is a concept dimension whose score is already
known for di, then

p′′
i,h = Du[i, h].

• otherwise,

p′′
i,h =

{
0 if pi,h > |τh − pi,h|
τh otherwise

Once the furthest point, P furthest
i , is identified, we can eas-

ily compute the left hand side of the above condition.
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Table 1: Synthetic data generation: dense
document-keyword matrices contain about 50% non-
zero entries, while sparse document-keyword matri-
ces have 1% non-zero entries.

the size of matrix

document-keyword matrix
dense sparse

0.01M × 100 0.01M × 10000
0.1M × 100 0.1M × 10000
1M × 100 1M × 10000

user context matrix

100 × 8 10000 × 8
100 × 16 10000 × 16
100 × 32 10000 × 32
100 × 64 10000 × 64

The next step is to compute ∆(P min
i , Pi) using a process

similar to the computation of ∆(P max
i , Pi) described in Sub-

section 3.3.6. Given the hyper-ellipse of points, Ei, that are
both on the significant-hyperplane Hi and the hyper-cone,
the P min

i is on the major axis of the Ei, but on the op-
posite side of P max

i (Figure 9). Thus, the configuration in
Figure 7-(b) can be used to obtain the following10:

∆update,i = ∆(P min
i , Pi) =

| �qu,i| × sin(θ)

| cos(θ − δi)|
.

Once ∆update,i is computed, this is compared against

∆(P furthest
i , Pi) to see if we can be sure that di cannot have

a lower score than the score of dk. If so, we can remove dk

from the candidate list and we compute the full score of di

using random access. After this, di is inserted into the top-k
list and a new min score value is computed based on the
new lowest score in the current top-k list.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we describe the experiments we carried

out to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach. In
order to evaluate the proposed approach in a controlled man-
ner, we first systematically generated a large number of data
with varying parameters and use these data in our initial
experimental evaluation. Secondly, we also used a real data
set to verify the practical utility of our approach. In the
experiments, in addition to reporting results for the skip-
and-prune (SnP) algorithm presented in this paper, we also
report results for the scan-and-choose (SC), accumulator-
based inverted file (AIF), and naive ranked processing (NRP)
schemes discussed in Section 2.5. We ran all experiments on
a machine with 2.33 GHz of CPU and 2GB of memory and
stored relevant tables and indexes in a MySQL DBMS.

4.1 Experiments with Synthetic Data
We first evaluated the proposed approach with synthetic

data sets. For our experiments, we generated two different
types of document-keyword matrix: dense and sparse matri-
ces. As shown in Table 1, for the dense case, we considered
three different matrix sizes: 0.01M-by-100, 0.1M-by-100 and
1M-by-100. These contain about 50% non-zero entries. On
the other hand, for the sparse case, we created 0.01M-by-
10000, 0.1M-by-10000 and 1M-by-10000 matrices where 1%
of entries have non-zero value. The weights for each row
vector in these matrices, which corresponds to an individual
document, is generated based on a Zipfian distribution.

We considered scenarios with 8, 16, 32 and 64 significant
concepts. Each concept is linked to 3-5 keywords in the

10The details of this are omitted.
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Figure 10: Average precision on synthetic data

original dictionary. For the synthetic data set, the user query
keyword-vectors are also randomly generated. We run each
query three times and the processing times reported in the
experiment are the averages of all runs for all queries.

4.1.1 Verifying the Need for SnP
Before reporting the execution time results, we first verify

the need for the SnP approach by comparing the precision
obtained by SnP against the precision obtained by using
a naive ranked-join scheme, which assumes monotonicity.
Figure 10 compares the average precision of top-k results by
our SnP and naive ranked processing (NRP) as a function of
k (the number of documents to be returned to users). Here,
the size of documents in document-keyword matrix is 0.1M
and the concept-space consists of 16 dimensions; results for
other cases were similar. As can be seen in this figure, while
SnP approach proposed in this paper correctly computes the
top-k results, a naive ranked processing scheme would result
in a very low precision.

4.1.2 Execution Times
Figures 11 and 12 show the execution times, for varying

(a) k, (b) number of significant concepts, and (c) the num-
ber of documents, for dense- and spare document-keyword
matrices respectively. Key observations based on Figures 11
and 12 can be summarized as follows:

• As expected, NRP outperforms other alternatives in
execution time. However, as evaluated in Subsec-
tion 4.1.1, this scheme performs very poorly in terms
of the result quality and thus is not a viable solution.

• Among the three alternatives that can correctly com-
pute the top-k results, SnP scheme proposed in this
paper shows the best performance. The performance
gaps between SnP and AIF are larger in dense data
sets (representing documents with many distinct key-
words). This is because the time gain achieved by
skipping unpromising documents is likely to be larger
in when there are more keyword streams in Phase 1.

• The effect of k on the execution time of the SnP ap-
proach is very slight. This shows that the skip-and-
prune scheme is highly effective.

• In Figures 11-(b) and 12-(b), the number of significant
concepts varies from 8 to 64. For all alternatives, the
execution time increases as the number of concepts in-
creases. In the cases of AIF, NRP, and SnP, this is
because the number of input streams to be scanned
and merged at run time depends on the number of
concepts. Especially for dense documents, the per-
formance gaps between SnP and AIF/SC schemes get
larger as the number of concepts increases.

• Figures 11-(c) and 12-(c) compares execution times as
the number of documents varies from 0.01M to 1M. In
this experiment, we used a concept space consisting of
16 concepts and set the value of k to 10. Once again, as
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Figure 11: Dense document-keyword matrices: the execution times on various parameters.
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Figure 12: Sparse document-keyword matrices: the execution times on various parameters.
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Figure 13: The impact of adjusting min score by
leveraging partially seen documents (Section 3.3.8)

the database gets larger, the performance gap between
SnP and others increases.

In summary, the SnP scheme proposed in this paper is more
efficient and scales better with the document sizes and the
number of dimensions in the concept space.

4.1.3 Impact of Adjusting min score based on Par-
tially Seen Documents

Figure 13 shows that adjusting min score using partially
available documents significantly improves the efficiency of
top-k query processing. As expected, redefining min score
in such a way that it does not require complete documents
but can reflect scores of the partially seen documents enables
the system to have min score values early and this results
in more effective pruning of unpromising documents.

4.2 Experiments with Real Data
To evaluate our proposed approach with real data sets, we

used the abstracts of papers collected from the ACM digi-
tal library [28] and ScienceDirect [29]. This data contains
123,708 documents and 114,611 distinct words, which cor-
responds to a ∼ 100K × 100K document-keyword matrix
where 0.1% of entries have non-zero value.

We considered a scenario in which a user who is reading
papers in a specific area is interested in finding more related
papers. Thus, the user context is obtained from the papers
the user is currently reading: (a) given an abstract, we ex-
tracted a set keywords as significant concepts and (b) we
created the U matrix by considering the co-occurrence rela-
tionships of these keywords in the sentences of the abstract.
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Figure 14: Average precision on real data sets

In the experiments, the number of significant concepts var-
ied between 32, 46, 68, and 94. Also, each result presented
here is the average of 30 different random queries.

4.2.1 Results and Discussion
Figure 14 compares the average precision of top-k results

for SnP, SC, NRP, and AIF schemes. In addition, we also
evaluate a query-only interpretation scheme, QI, which re-
writes the query based on user context, but does not re-
interpret the documents in the database. In Section 1.2, we
had seen that, while it avoids costly reinterpretation of doc-
ument vectors in run-time, this scheme is not semantically
equivalent to comparing query and the documents in the
same user-specific concept space. The figure confirms that
QI performs poorly (even worse than NRP); this is because
the modification of the query vector alone is not sufficient
to capture the distribution of the document vectors in the
user specific context space. As in the case of synthetic data
sets, the precision of NRP is also poor. This confirms the
fact that NRP is not a viable solution, however fast it exe-
cutes. The proposed SNP scheme and the naive approaches
SC and AIF are able to obtain perfect precision.

Figure 15 shows the execution times of the different
schemes for different numbers of significant concepts. As
expected, a naive ranked processing outperforms the other
alternatives in execution time. However, as discussed above,
NRP results are too poor quality to be useful. Among the
three schemes that correctly compute the results, the SnP
scheme proposed in this paper is always 1 to 2 orders faster
than the SC and AIF schemes.
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4.3 Skip Set Size
In the experiments, for dense synthetic data, the skip

set contained IDs of 80% of the documents in the database
(∼800,000 IDs out of 1M). For the real data, which is sparse,
the skip set contained about 20% of document IDs.

5. RELATED WORK
The most well-known method for top-k queries is TA

(threshold algorithm) [9, 10, 12, 16]. TA algorithm assumes
that given M sorted-lists (such as L1, L2, · · · , LM ), each ob-
ject has a singe score in each list and an aggregation func-
tion, which combines independent object’s scores in each
list, is monotone. Many variants of TA algorithm have been
proposed [2, 3, 6, 7, 15, 25, 26]. An approximate-based al-
gorithm relies on the probabilistic confidence to terminate
earlier than the original TA algorithm [2, 25]. Bansal et
al. [3] introduced an approximation algorithm to aggregate
the score of terms in the presence of hierarchies. In their
approach, each term score is accumulated into the more
commonly used term, which is located at a higher level of
the hierarchies, and the probabilistic framework is used for
early stopping. With the development of web, there have
been studies to determine the ranking of objects based on
the score of text data which are related with the specific
objects [6, 7]. [6] is similar with our approach in that it
maintains the upper- and lower-bound scores of partially
seen objects. However, [6] uses these bounds to decide the
stopping condition, while in our approach upper- and lower-
bounds are used to eliminate unpromising documents.

The sky-line operator returns a set of objects that are not
dominated by other objects [4]. The existing algorithms to
compute results of a sky-line queries can be categorized into
block-nested loop [4], divide and conquer [4], spatial index
(such as R-tree) [17, 24], and bitmap [24] schemes. While
being related to top-k querying, the difference between the
sky-line queries and top-k queries is that a there is no explicit
scoring function in, while top-k query algorithms described
above need a scoring function to be specified.

k-nearest neighbor queries [5, 11, 14] are also related with
our problem. The most popular method to compute the k-
nearest neighbors is based on the branch and bound method
where objects are hierarchically partitioned [11]. As in SnP,
when computing k-nearest neighbor queries, pruning tech-
niques are commonly used to eliminate unpromising objects
from further considerations. On the other hand, k-nearest
neighbor query processing is different from the problem dis-
cussed in this paper in that the score function of k-nearest
neighbor queries is generally based on Euclidean distance,
while the retrieval requires a cosine score function being
used. Consequently, the pruning technique presented in
this paper is different from the pruning schemes of k-nearest
neighbor queries. The most significant difference is that SnP
can prune objects even with partially available information.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel skip-and-prune (SnP)

algorithm for efficiently computing the top-k queries in pres-
ence of user provided contexts. Our proposed approach en-
ables to prune unpromising documents, despite of the fact
that the underlying scoring function is cosine-based, and
thus, is not monotonic. Experiment results show that the
proposed technique provides orders of magnitude execution
time gains over existing solutions. Future work will include
extension of the skip-and-prune framework presented in this
paper to other non-monotonic scoring functions.
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